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Shopping for State, Shopping for Cannabis
at the Nova Scotia Liquor Corporation
Patricia Cormack

INTRODUCTION
On 17 October 2018, Canada became only the second federal jurisdiction in the world to legalize
recreational cannabis sales and consumption, after having criminalized its users, with more or less
severity, for almost 100 years. With this radical shift arises the question of how the state negotiates
its legitimacy as it transforms the official meaning of cannabis from dangerous drug to licit
consumable and even offers itself, as in Nova Scotia, as the only legal vendor of cannabis. What is the
relationship between citizens and their liberal-democratic state institutions, and the authority of
state over citizens, if these citizens are positioned through consumption and the state positioned as
vendor?
This paper is rooted in a broad interest in the Canadian state and state formation at both the
provincial and federal levels, especially the liberal or liberalizing state. State formation involves
ongoing processes of both institutional change (Steinmetz, 1999) and legitimation (Weber, 1946) of
state practices and organs. The state’s ongoing legitimacy and “natural” place in our lives cannot be
taken for granted (Bourdieu, 2014) by politicians or state bureaucratic authorities.
As the democratic franchise arose alongside a growing middle-class in North America and Europe, so
immerged the figure of the consumer-citizen. As Cohen (2003) observed, during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries in the United States (US), the consumer-citizen pushed governments
for both price and quality regulation of goods. Consumerism also became both the means of social
protest, in the form of boycotts, and patriotism, as citizens were asked by their government to, in
turn, curb consumption during emergencies like war or ramp up buying toward an expanded national
economy (Cohen, 2003). Consumer citizenship also now extends to expecting and demanding state
services (Trentmann, 2016). Of note, for the purposes of this discussion, is the relative trust Canadians
show in public commodities in contrast with their US neighbours (Wilk, 2006). Are Canadians, then,
well positioned to embrace state mediation of consumable pleasures like cannabis?
This case study examines the history of Canadian cannabis criminalization, the political framing of
cannabis by the Liberal and Conservative parties over the 50 years since the Le Dain Commission
Report recommended decriminalization of cannabis possession, the 2015 federal election during
which cannabis legalization was debated by the two major parties, and the introduction and sale of
cannabis by the Nova Scotia Liquor Corporation (NSLC). Taking an ethnographic and participant-

observation approach to data collection, this paper explores the experiences of shoppers as they
encountered NSLC store renovation, interior design, signage, staff, and the electronic cannabis quiz
before returning home to legally unpack their purchases.
This work is theoretically informed by Bourdieu’s theories of state formation (1979, 2014) and taste
practices (1984, 1986). While these two aspects of Bourdieu’s thought are not usually brought
together, this study shows that state formation and taste practices work together in the context of
the NSLC to legitimate and positively frame state mediation of cannabis sales, while discrediting nonstate, illegal, or “street” cannabis.

STATE FORMATION AND DRUG PROHIBITION
To mark the legalization of cannabis in Canada, political cartoonist Michael de Adder published a
comic entitled, “A Brief History of Canada: The Last Spike/The First Joint.” This comic pokes fun at the
idea of Canadian national identity potentially rewritten around narratives of pleasure and drug use.
On the left side of his cartoon, de Adder reproduces the iconic 1885 photograph of the ceremonial
driving of the last spike of the Canadian Pacific Railway by financier, Donald Smith. This photo has
been used for decades in Canadian national myth-making of colonial conquest, where sober men of
industry and state (along with labourers) heroically work to put the railway through, coast to coast,
ensuring national sovereignty, economic integration, communication, and national identity, or what
Anderson (1983) called the “imagined community” of the nation-state.
On the right side of the cartoon, de Adder reproduces the same photo but with one modification.
Instead of driving the last spike, Smith stands calmly smoking a cannabis cigarette under the caption,
“The First Joint.” Here de Adder implicitly asks his audience to imagine Canadian identity built around
pleasure, suggesting even the nightmare scenario, at least from a nationalistic point of view, that
Canada fails completely to come into existence as a drug-addled elite interminably defer action. De
Adder invites the question of the “official first joint,” as illegal substances stand in a strange reality of
existing but as legal objects are not to exist. How does cannabis move across this line to be
transubstantiated by law to become officially legal? As will be discussed, the legalization of cannabis
involves more than simply the state’s removal from involvement with criminalizing cannabis and its
users; it also involves the state’s extension into mediation of this now legal substance—including
regulation and marketing.
Yet, de Adder also invites a second question—what is the first official joint? What state ceremony
would unfold around legal cannabis? Other political cartoonists also pointed to the tensions of state
mediation of cannabis and the official “introduction” of cannabis, e.g., a massive joint being launched
into space; a Canada Post mail carrier on a doorstep referred to as a “dealer”; a federally approved
pipeline made up of cannabis pipes; and a Tim Hortons, a shill for state-nationalism, selling cannabis
(McCullough, 2018).
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It is noteworthy that when the last spike was driven into the ground in 1885, no drugs were illegal to
possess or consume in Canada. Only minor patent and proprietary laws applied to the many
concoctions available from druggists (Carstairs, 2006). From our contemporary point of view,
attitudes about drugs were also relatively mild, with addiction treated as something to be pitied
(Giffen et al., 1991). Internationally and domestically, concern with drug consumption, addiction, and
trafficking arose around the end of the nineteenth century, with international conferences held to
address the issue. Canada participated in many of these meetings, and its emergent drug laws
followed on this international movement toward criminalization (Giffen et al., 1991, p. 26).
The discourses and justification for drug criminalization have changed over time, running from “dope
fiend” themes of insanity, immorality, criminality, and promiscuity (especially in young women)
attributed to illicit drugs (Carstairs, 1998), to scientific and medical discourses of addiction and health,
as the twentieth century unfolded (Giffen et al., 1991). These discourses have been indirectly and
directly promoted by agents of state, including the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and National
Film Board of Canada (Boyd, 2013, 2014). Hence the “harm” of drugs has many meanings—harm to
self, to others, to general morality, to economic productivity, to the family, to the body, to the mind
or psyche, to public safety, to youth and children. Punishment too
It is noteworthy that relies on general groupings of very different drugs into “schedules” in
when the last spike
Canadian law, with the reasons for their illegality rooted in
generalized ideas of harm. As Montigny (2011) put it, “[t]he penalties
was driven into the
associated with illicit drugs would suggest that there is a clear and
ground in 1885, no
obvious distinction, visible to all, between the threats posed by illicit
drugs were illegal to and licit drugs. However, this distinction is difficult to see” (p. 3).

possess or consume
in Canada.

Canadian state formation around drug prohibition first criminalized
opium in 1908 with enforcement aimed at the Chinese. There is
debate about how much this move to criminalize opium was directly aimed at the Chinese (Carstairs
1998, 1999, 2006; Giffen et al., 1991; Gordon, 2006) and a product of high profile anti-Chinese
propaganda like that produced by Magistrate Emily Murphy and supported in the national media of
the time (Giffen et al., 1991). There is no doubt, however, that by the 1920s, Chinese were vastly
over-represented in drug arrests and charges (Giffen et al., 1991), raising the issue of which
populations become targeted by police and prosecutors as recreational drugs become criminalized.
It is in 1923, and 14 years before the US, that cannabis is added to the federal Opium and Drug Act,
making Canada one of the first countries to criminalize the substance (Potter, 2019, p. 11). Historians
can find no evidence of debate in Parliament or real knowledge on the part of law makers about the
drug (Carstairs, 2006). No cannabis possession arrests were made for decades, presumably pointing
to the lack of cannabis availability or popularity at the time (Giffen et al., 1991). Canada’s cannabis
law is what Giffen and colleagues have called, “[a] solution without a problem,” as the law seems to
precede the so-called problem it aims to address. Following Foucault (1977), we must conclude that
state regulations make various official citizen positions, which is why a law can precede a problem,
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and why the idea of “criminalization” is more apt than “criminal” to characterize the state-citizen
dynamic.
It is not surprising then, that historians and criminologists of Canadian drug prohibition and
enforcement argue that this is a history not so much of “what” as “who.” For example, the
assimilationist project found in the Indian Act made possession of alcohol and intoxication itself illegal
for status Indigenous people, who had to trade off their status rights and assimilate to be able to
consume alcohol legally (Campbell, 2008). More recently, Somali immigrates have been stopped by
border officials and criminally charged for bringing the mild intoxicant, khat, into Canada, although
listed as a Schedule IV regulated drug classified along with diet pills
In other jurisdictions, and sleeping aids (Powell, 2012). In 2012, the Court of Appeal for
Ontario upheld a lower court decision of absolute discharge of a
decriminalization,
woman thus charged, arguing that the Crown had not proven the
and even the
danger of the drug to individuals or community (Powell, 2012).

continued prohibited
status of recreational
cannabis, provides
for less state
involvement and
concern in the
everyday lives of
citizens.

Compare this history with the rise of cannabis use in the 1960s by
white, middle-class university students who were articulate, wellconnected, and willing in many cases to flaunt their cannabis
consumption, pushing state officials on the issue and influencing
public opinion by making cannabis a topic of wide discussion and
debate (Giffen et al., 1991). Nevertheless, between 1966 and 1972,
cannabis arrests more or less doubled each year (Potter, 2019, p.
11). While these youth were criminalized in large numbers, they
also clogged the criminal courts by insisting on their full rights,
including trial (Giffen et al., 1991), effectively using the court system to draw attention to their cause
and sheer numbers. That cannabis had been taken up by middle-class, educated white citizens will be
important to its continued legal domestication and eventually its state marketing.
Moreover, the intuitive conclusion that the legalization of cannabis would mean less state in terms
of laws, enforcement, and the like does not necessarily hold up to scrutiny. This is partly due to the
fact that the Canadian government has, in effect, created two markets: “The Canadian government
is not so much lifting criminal prohibitions on the existing, thriving, illegal marijuana economy as it is
setting up a parallel, legal marketplace for the drug, which, it hopes, will ultimately drive the illegal
market out of existence” (Potter and Weinstock, 2019, p. 4).
In other jurisdictions, decriminalization, and even the continued prohibited status of recreational
cannabis, provides for less state involvement and concern in the everyday lives of citizens. For
example, in Holland, cannabis is technically illegal, and in policy terms, it is tolerated. This leaves one,
officially illicit, market. In response to its HIV/AIDS crisis, Portugal decriminalized all drugs but did not
legalize them, such that small penalties along the line of a parking ticket apply for possession, and
government resources are funneled toward public health and treatment (Castel-Branco Goulao,
2019). Again, because cannabis is technically illegal, there remains one, illicit marketplace. In Uruguay,
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Canada, and now potentially Mexico, cannabis is fully legal, resulting in two markets and raising the
issue of how the state moves into and chokes off the illicit market. In the case of Mexico, the intent
is to lessen the power of the drug cartels, but there is doubt as to how effective this might be. It is
also of note that younger Canadians, the largest cannabis consumers by age group (Statistics Canada,
2019), are still left in the illicit marketplace, with heavy potential criminal sentencing for those who
supply them.

POLITICAL FRAMINGS
The history of political framings of cannabis in Canada is long and complex. Debates around cannabis
date back to the recommendations of the massive Le Dain Commission that had been set up in 1969
by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau as a part of his general legislative liberalization, including the
omnibus Bill C-150 that had repealed or revised laws concerning sexuality, contraception, abortion,
divorce, and gambling. Bill C-150 was passed when Trudeau was Minister of Justice and put the
general issue of the liberal society on the agenda for the 1968 federal election, which resulted in a
Liberal sweep and majority government. While the Conservative Party tried to frame these changes
as a decline in general morality, the Liberals and their progressive agenda won the day. While there
is debate about the real withdrawal of the oppressive state, especially around sexuality (Kinsman and
Gentile, 2010), Trudeau’s apparent retraction of the state became one of his claims to fame. Or, as
he put it in reference to the decriminalization of homosexual acts, “the state has no business in the
bedrooms of the nation.”
The Le Dain Commission Report recommended the decriminalization of cannabis possession and use,
with one commissioner recommending full-out legalization. For the next 50 years, the Liberals would
promise decriminalization, not legalization, at various times. Trudeau did not act on the Le Dain
Commission recommendations directly but insisted the criminalization of citizens for possession of
small amounts of cannabis was problematic (Potter, 2019, p. 14). During the late 1970s and early
1980s, drug arrests—mostly for cannabis possession—continued to climb to the highest per capita
drug criminalization of citizens in Canadian history, shadowing the US “War on Drugs” (Potter, 2019,
p. 14). In the early 1990s, the Conservative Party and the Liberal Party each proposed legislation that
would partly decriminalize cannabis possession.
In the early 2000s, a House of Commons report recommended decriminalization, while a Senate
report (Nolin Commission) recommended full legalization of cannabis (Potter, 2019, p. 16). Prime
Minister Jean Chrétien’s Liberal government had come close to decriminalizing cannabis possession
in the early 2000s. These efforts had been thwarted, in part by the US Drug Enforcement Agency
(Potter, 2019, p. 17). In this same period, Charter of Rights and Freedoms challenges provided for the
legal consumption of cannabis as a medicinal drug and dispensaries began to proliferate across the
country.
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It was not until the 2015 federal election that full legalization of recreational cannabis became a
campaign subject, with the incumbent Harper Conservatives and Trudeau Liberals diverging on the
issue. For the first time, the Liberal Party put legalization of recreational cannabis on its election
platform. It is of note, however, that both parties used similar arguments to move in opposite
directions about the future of the legal status of cannabis.
As part of a general attack strategy aimed at discrediting Justin Trudeau as a political lightweight
(Lalancette and Cormack, 2018), the Conservatives suggested that cannabis legalization was not an
important priority. Indeed, Harper’s government had pursued a strategy of increased criminalizing of
drug possession, while the US had begun to rethink its massive incarceration and the general “War
on Drugs” policy. In 2007, the Harper government introduced its $64 million National Anti-Drug
Strategy that was to penalize traffickers more harshly, while extending help to drug users. By 2012,
the same year the Harper government passed Bill C-10 (the Safe Streets and Communities Act) that
introduced mandatory minimum sentencing for drug trafficking, the government began funneling
much more money toward law enforcement, especially targeting grow ops, and less toward support
for drug users (Geddes, 2012).
During the election campaign, the Conservatives argued to retain the National Anti-Drug Strategy,
especially focusing on dealers and children, law and order, and cannabis as a gateway drug. The
Liberals differentiated cannabis from other illicit drugs using the same ideas—public health, harm to
children, organized crime, and cannabis as a gateway drug—but did so by emphasizing the
marketplace as the problem. Hence, the Liberals framed cannabis as a gateway drug only because
consumers had to buy it from what Trudeau called the “shady character in the stairwell” (Vice, 2017).
Moreover, consumers, he said, do not want a product of “dubious provenance” (Vice, 2017). In other
words, in this formulation, consumer-citizens want variety and a choice of dependable, tracible
products sold by safe, clean vendors. The Liberals did, however, go so far as to admit that the state
was generating criminals by criminalizing cannabis, challenging the Conservative law-and-order
stance.

SHOPPING FOR NSLC CANNABIS
The first day of legal recreational cannabis sales in Canada followed what policy experts have called
one of “the most complex and time-compressed exercises in national policymaking since the
construction of the modern welfare state” (Wesley, 2019). In the months leading up to legalization,
provincial governments were required to develop law and marketing strategies quickly, while working
within the confines of the federal legislation. The federal Cannabis Act cedes marketing and sales of
cannabis to the individual provinces and territories but with strict federal regulation. Train and Snow
(2019) argued that the complex and divergent provincial practices that emerged are a result of federal
“policy coercion,” “policy learning,” especially from US states, and in varying degrees “policy
replication” of existing provincial alcohol and tobacco strategies.
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Ultimately, provinces had to deal with the moral incongruities of state formation around selling
cannabis and regulating it. State retailers of potentially harmful practices and substances are put
directly in tension between promoting public health and promoting consumption (Wesley and Murray,
2021), and some provinces have sidestepped this problem by licensing private vendors only, leaving
the state to take on the role of regulator. Other provinces have opted for a private-public hybrid.
Hence, the state monopoly on the marketing and sales of recreational cannabis in Nova Scotia is quite
unique, both in terms of the global context and Canada. In Uruguay, the state licenses pharmacy
vendors but does not directly retail cannabis, occupying a “middle-ground” between prohibition and
free-market commercialization (Cerda and Kilmer, 2017). While many US states have decriminalized
or fully legalized recreational cannabis, only in Canada do we find the state as vendor. Nova Scotia is
one of only four provincial jurisdictions in Canada to exert complete state monopoly over sales by
way of the pre-existing provincial, crown corporation liquor stores. And, of the four provinces
extending such monopoly, the NSLC demonstrates the strongest integration with its liquor store
branding and positions cannabis sales and consumption within this pre-existing brand and brand
identity: “Unlike anywhere else in Canada, the Nova Scotia government’s cannabis and liquor
operations were fully integrated into the same organization. It also meant that the design for its
cannabis stores was fully aligned with the look and feel of its liquor outlets” (Wesley and Murray,
2021).
Wesley and Murray (2021) found that most provinces have focused on the “demarketing” rather than
marketing of cannabis, making the public policy mandate to effectively cut into the illicit market
difficult to achieve because provinces have opted to deter consumption with relatively high prices.
Again, Nova Scotia is an outlier in terms of state marketing. NSLC officials have publicly stated their
mandate to market in such a way that they actively cut into the pre-existing illicit market.
Commenting on the large increase in cannabis revenues (27.5 per cent) made during the third quarter
of 2020, the NSLC’s CEO stated, “This growth in cannabis sales indicates we are making progress in
fulfilling our mandate to impact the illicit market with a safe, secure supply of cannabis” (NSLC, 2021a).
The NSLC currently has over 20 cannabis outlets spread across the province, all inside the liquor stores,
with the exception of one stand-alone store in Halifax. The full-service “Signature” stores offer the
most product selection and services available. According to the NSLC website, a Signature Store
showcases all the NSLC offers:
[T]his experience will include the full product assortment. Highlights include premium wines and
spirits in The Port section, new releases and local product displays and Buyers’ Picks – unique
selections from our buying team. A Product Specialist will also be on-hand in these stores to
help you discover a new favourite. These stores also include cannabis as a new category, as a
store-in-store experience [emphasis added]. (NSLC, 2021b)
In the Signature Stores, especially, an elaboration of taste distinctions and connoisseur talk is offered
up. Bourdieu (1986) argued that taste distinctions and talk are practices that support social class
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differences and hierarchy in that taste talk excludes some people and exposes them as
unsophisticated, hindering upward mobility—“[t]aste classifies and it classifies the classifier” (p. 6).
Yet, the NSLC is not trying to drive away customers but to cultivate them inclusively. So, what is this
form of taste talk and how does it relate to state formation and legitimation?
Contrast the contemporary NSLC Signature Store with the Nova Scotia liquor stores that came into
existence in 1930 after the repeal of Nova Scotia’s Temperance Act and were authorized by a
continuance of temperance morality and sensibilities. The state and its organs were not to be seen
as promoting or cultivating alcohol consumption but rather regulating and controlling it— the very
justification for state monopoly. In many provinces, the state monopoly on alcohol meant surveillance
of consumers, especially Indigenous peoples or those on social welfare, such that they could be cut
off from government supports or banned from buying alcohol (Campbell, 2008; Genosko and
Thompson, 2006; Room et al., 2006; Thompson and Genosko, 2009). This early iteration of state
liquor stores was also designed to shape consumers, as the “citizen-drinker” practised moderation
and was re-socialized away from the old rough saloon culture (Malleck, 2011, p. 125).
In the months leading up to the legal sales of cannabis, NSLC customers found signs that read
(emphasis added)
COMING SOON:

A New Category

Thank you for your patience as we renovate to integrate cannabis into the NSLC shopping
experience.

What is this pre-existing “shopping experience”? While the NSLC holds a monopoly over sales of
liquor and cannabis, it orients strongly to customer satisfaction—as a “customer-first organization”
(NSLC, 2021c). The NSLC also operates under federal and provincial regulations and its own strict
regulations around the promotion and sales of its products. Nevertheless, the NSLC’s legitimacy as
state organ is rooted in more than regulation. In the NSLC liquor section, customers find clean, wellorganized product sections; selection; choice; promotions and thematic displays; sales and displays
linked to seasonal holidays; sampling; advice about pairing with food and cooking with alcohol; a free
magazine that contains recipes and pairings; and award-winning, knowledgeable, and friendly staff.
After making their way through the liquor section, shoppers on the first day of cannabis sales would
have encountered a wood-faced wall with “CANNABIS” spelled out in large white letters. Behind this
entrance is a second wall, forcing customers to navigate around it to enter the cannabis section, with
its self-contained product and cashiers. Those who wish to buy alcohol and cannabis must make a
8

transaction in each of the separate sections of the store. The interior atmosphere found in the NSLC
is a product of having to work with the quite restrictive federal Cannabis Act, such that there can be
no children in this section, no promotions or contests, no products put on sale, and no self-service.
Nevertheless, interior design tended toward modern sophistication, as one customer reported of the
stand-alone store in Halifax:
The table in the back of the store was a nice natural wood table with modern metal stools,
reminiscent of an urban coffee shop or an Apple Store. The aesthetic of the place seems to be
clean, contemporary, stylish, minimalist, white, art gallery-esque, and friendly. Arriving at the
counter felt like I was about to order a coffee. I told the woman working that it was my first
time in the store, and she said in a light-hearted way—‘What took you so long man?’ (personal
communication, 10 May 2019)
Friendly and playful staff were clearly trained and working to frame cannabis as legitimate and make
customers feel comfortable to discuss products in terms of the shopper’s desired experience,
especially the type of desired high they were seeking. This stands in contrast with the liquor section,
where such taste talk actively avoids highlighting any intent toward intoxication on the part of the
consumer.
Inside the cannabis section, shoppers would have encountered this sign (emphasis added)

Cannabis “Need to Know”

LOW & SLOW

Cannabis affects everyone differently, and varying amounts, types and forms can cause different
lengths and levels of impairment. Begin with low THC percentages and slowly learn how you react.
Everyone’s experience is unique.

The “Low & Slow” campaign indicates that the government and the NSLC are dealing with the
complexity of cannabis and effects. One criticism of such education campaigns, however, is that they
offload responsibility for choices and behaviours to the individual consumer through what Rose (1999)
called “responsibilization,” so that once apparently educated or informed behaviours, and their
consequences, are understood as the result of individual choices. Those concerned about cannabis
and its public health effects point more broadly to the cultural message that cannot be reduced to
individual habits or choices (Bird, 2019; Duff et al., 2012). Marquis (2011) traced a similar historical
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shift with alcohol in Canada: “The cumulative effect of the alcoholism movement of the 1950s and
1960s was a medicalized approach that attributed alcohol problems not to manufacturers,
distributors, or the state, but to diseased or at-risk individuals” (p. 221).
But what is more interesting in terms of state formation and cannabis sales is the mixing of taste talk
or connoisseurship with “responsibilization.” In fact, as will be shown, responsibilization will bookend
our shoppers’ experiences.
Themed signs run through NSLC cannabis store walls, pamphlets, interactive online quizzes and use
four eye-catching and pleasant colour distinctions to help orient customers, using a broad mind/body
dichotomy to help bring language to the strains and hybrid products: green – relax, orange – unwind,
pink – centre, and purple – enhance. Interiors carry forward the four-leaf colour motif to help
generate talk and choice.

Source: NSLC

Customers could also do the “Discover your Experience” electronic quiz. The introduction to the
quiz reads “Cannabis affects everyone differently. Each person is as unique as the product. Let this
quiz help you discover the experience that’s right for you [emphasis added].” This statement
certainly cultivates the public heath theme that cannabis is a complex and varied drug at the biochemical and physiological levels. It also asserts the uniqueness of each customer in terms of an
elaboration of individual differences in their desires.
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The first question of this quiz (that has since been modified and shortened) asks “Are you new to
cannabis”? With choices of “Yes, it’s all brand new to me” up to “I consume cannabis on a regular
basis.”
The next question states “The aroma and flavor of cannabis results from naturally occurring oils in
the plant called terpenes. What aroma and flavor do you prefer?—earthy, floral, citrus.” This is
followed by a question about preferred methods of consumption (e.g., dry cannabis leaves).
The next question introduces the two primary strains of indica and sativa as well as their hybrids,
asking about the experience the customer is looking for and mirroring the distinctions made in the
four-leaf motif found on the walls: “relaxing and calming,” “grounded and balanced,” “uplifting and
invigorating,” and “soothing and comforting.” Here the shopper has to make distinctions between,
say, “relaxing” and “grounded,” or “calming” and “soothing,” which
seem to represent different experiences and hence recommendations
When we ran this
toward the quiz results.

quiz, as replicated
by research
assistants, we were
recommended the
highest THC
category despite
selecting “new to
cannabis” and “a
social night out.”

The final question, that has been subsequently removed from the quiz,
asked “what are you planning on doing?” At this point, the THC as a
“mind” effect and CBD as a “body” effect are introduced, with the
activity choices as 1. “Putting my feet up and relaxing,” 2. “Spending
time with a good friend and watching TV” 3. “Having a few friends over
to visit,” and 4. “A social night out.”

When we ran this quiz, as replicated by research assistants, we were
recommended the highest THC category despite selecting “new to
cannabis” and “a social night out.” This quiz has since been modified
to remove the question about planned social activities, so this result
might be explained as a poorly designed and executed quiz,1 or perhaps a technical issue at the level
of computer programming. But, more pertinent for the purposes of this discussion are the many types
of questions the consumer encountered—past behaviours and knowledge, questions of feelings like
being “soothed,” taste and smell choices, forms of cannabis and ways of using it, chemical effects of
the plant’s strains and its hybrids, and how many friends one might have who may want to watch TV
on a given night. And all of this is premised on the connection between a complex drug and the
complexity and uniqueness of each customer.
As taste rituals like this quiz involve the articulation and extension of complex “classificatory schemas”
(Bourdieu, 1984), the elaboration and pleasure of such taste talk itself must be taken seriously as the
more generalized goal of this quiz. Hence, we find the customer being socialized by this quiz into ways
1

Survey design experts note that presenting two choices within one category may force the survey taker to choose a
category because it contains one desired answer only, making the results meaningless. Thanks to Dr. Norine Verberg,
Department of Sociology, St. Francis Xavier University, for this point.
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of talking about cannabis that are legitimizing and domesticating of themselves and the drug. The
customer is helping to do the work of making cannabis tasteful, both morally and socially, by
participating in ritual taste practices, as hosted by the state.
Once shoppers left the NSLC with their “Need to Know” paper bag sealed with a sticker warning “keep
sealed while instore,” they were then legally able to open their purchase at home—not in the car. At
this point, the experience of cannabis met one more state framing and, in this case, obstacle:
packaging as a physical barrier and a warning site. All products came in black heavy plastic or
cardboard boxes covered with information, including the name of the company, strain, percentage
of THC/CBD per unit, one of a variety of yellow-blocked warnings from Health Canada (e.g.,
adolescent use (psychosis and schizophrenia), use during pregnancy and breastfeeding), a keep-outof-reach-of-children warning, storage instructions, package date and lot number, weight, and a
description of content. Inside the “Need to Know” provincial bag, shoppers would also find a federal
warning sheet (in English and French) as well as the “Need to Know” insert reminding them of the
age prohibition, recommending the “Low & Slow” approach, warning of mixing alcohol and cannabis,
instructing that it be locked up and kept out of sight and reach of minors, and to refrain from driving
while high. The federal government’s “Know the Facts” sheet repeats similar warnings, with more
detail about forms of cannabis and the length of effects, as well as warnings about addiction and the
suggestion to “avoid smoking cannabis” even though dried leaf cannabis is by far the most commonly
available form at this point. The black plastic boxes also have a childproof lid.
Layers of packaging as well as government information sheets made these purchases necessarily
wasteful. Strikingly, this problem of overpacking is not mirrored in the NSLC’s liquor section.
Customers may buy a case of beer that is not required to be placed in a bag. The box contains no
warnings of any type and no childproof barriers. Brown paper bags available for bottles do feature
the “Keep the Good Going” campaign that encourages “responsible” consumption but no warnings
about addiction or health effects. Sweetened hard-liquor coolers are easy for a child to open and are
likely more appealing than dried cannabis leaves.
Moreover, this moment of unpacking one’s cannabis is in stark juxtaposition with the playful
interaction with staff. That the paternalistic but highly generalized warnings rooted in the apparent
scientific expertise of state bureaucracy happen mostly before or after purchase means they are
experientially separated from the promotional moment of shopping. From the shopper’s point of
view, these aspects of state framing of cannabis form an experiential bookend, with education and
warnings found at the entrance to the store and when unpacking one’s purchase.

CONCLUSION: TIM HORTONS OR STARBUCKS STATE?
Discussing France in the 1960s, Bourdieu (1984) argued that practices of taste talk and
connoisseurship were cultural codes that reproduced social inequality through their complexity. In
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her examination of taste talk and sensibilities in Canada around coffee consumption, Bookman (2013)
also found that taste talk around coffee brands Tim Hortons, Second Cup, and Starbucks worked as
“markers” and “makers” of social class hierarchy and identity (p. 406). Starbucks consumers
considered themselves sophisticated, cosmopolitan, highbrow coffee connoisseurs, while Tim
Hortons consumers viewed themselves as unpretentious, homey, and down-to-earth types. These
brands play up these social class and taste distinctions in the marketing and taste language
surrounding their products. Bookman argued that while both ends of the social class spectrum
consider themselves morally superior to the other, Starbucks remains exclusive and intimidating, and
Tim Hortons stands as inclusive, culturally accessible, and user-friendly. It is this very inclusiveness
that Tim Hortons famously uses to brand itself around a proffered Canadian multicultural national
identity (Cormack, 2008; Cormack and Cosgrave, 2013).
Is, then, the state formation found in NSLC monopoly sales of cannabis making use of a Starbucksstyle differentiation and distinction between customers or a Tim Hortons-style universalization and
inclusion? The above study suggests that it does both simultaneously,
which is important to understanding the link between state
The consumerconsumption and state reproduction. In his discussion of state,
citizen is
Bourdieu (2014) argued that the state is unique in its capacity of being
integrated into the particularizing, that is, dividing up the world into categories that seem
state-consumer
natural, such as legal/illegal, good/bad, and tasteful/disgusting, but it is
also universalizing, that is, integrating its citizens to be administered
monopoly and
under its legitimate authority.
distinguished

from illicit others
by an anti-snob
friendly state.

On the one hand, the NSLC practises a Starbucks type of customer
differentiation in the production of customer “care”—safety, education,
elaboration of taste talk, proliferation of products, and rituals of taste.
This is the culturally elaborated and discriminatory position that the
state can offer culturally complex experiences, individualizing pleasure
with personal attention and care, and rendering the “street” against taste or literally “dis-gusting”
(Bourdieu, 1984, p. 56). And self-regulation along the lines proffered by the health and safety side of
the state are complemented by the self-controlled and discriminating consumer who rejects mass,
undifferentiated, untraceable, and unregulated cannabis as beneath their taste. Hence, the health
and safety warnings and packaging are not at odds with taste talk and connoisseurship as moments
of state formation.
On the other hand, the NSLC practises a Tim Hortons-style inclusion in the positioning of the cannabis
customer. The consumer-citizen is integrated into the state-consumer monopoly and distinguished
from illicit others by an anti-snob friendly state. In addition to the distinctions between customers as
individuals along taste lines, taste talk also works to draw a far more general line between state and
non-state cannabis itself, with “disgust” aimed at all things outside of state mediation. The monopoly
of state sales then is not only justified in terms of quality, safety, and education but is also emotionally
provoked as a statist nationalism, even while managed at the provincial level. It is a positioning of the
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state as the best organ for the mediation of consumer pleasures, or a statist desire (Cormack and
Cosgrave, 2013). As Nova Scotia celebrity musician Ashley MacIsaac, who was first in line at the
Sydney River location of the NSLC, quipped, “I don’t need to be a criminal anymore […] [a]nd my new
dealer is the prime minister” (Global News, 2018).
As such, the citizen is not just redeemed morally by the recategorization of cannabis away from
deviance and criminality but is also repositioned as consumer-citizen at the moment of state-hosted
consumption rituals. Certainly, these rituals—taste talk with staff, taking the online quiz, reading
health and safety signage, unpacking layers of warning and physical barriers—include thematic
contradictions and confusing messages. But as these rituals of taste hosted by the state marginalize
illicit markets, cannabis and state begin to take on meaning in a complementary fashion. Historically,
this began in the 1960s and 1970s as middle-class youth pushed the state and public opinion on the
meaning of cannabis, differentiating it from other drugs. In its official capacity, the Le Dain
Commission Report reclassified cannabis in its recommendations. Later, the Supreme Court’s Charter
of Rights and Freedoms decisions around medical cannabis also moved cannabis toward legitimacy,
enabling the gray market dispensaries to proliferate.
Finally, the state vendor has its part to play in the reclassification of cannabis and the discrediting of
the illicit marketplace and vendors. In the case of the NSLC, not only does it overtly announce its
mandate to discredit and diminish the pre-existing illegal marketplace, but it also positions itself as
the desirable political location to enjoy cannabis. Along with cannabis itself, consumers are also
domesticated and brought into a “tasteful state,” a state that loses no power but perhaps enhances
it when it becomes itself consumable.
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